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and strong-connection structure. Hu Y et al.[5] conducted
clustering on the clicked URLs of each query and its expanded
queries. Bouchoucha A et al.[8] used embedding framework to
select latent expansion terms for an original query, such as each
expansion term can be mapped into one or several possible
aspect(s) of the query and also be accounted as a subtopic.

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the participation of IMC team in the Chinese
Query Understanding Subtask in the NTCIR-12 IMine-2 Task. To
identify the subtopics of a given query, we utilize several data
resource and innovatively employ new words extraction theory to
obtain the expansion terms for a query, which is the kernel of the
proposed system. Then we generate the query subtopic based on
the expansion terms obtained above. Moreover, we also attempt to
leverage topic model in another way of subtopic terms generation,
and use K-means algorithm for diversity clustering of query
subtopics.

In this paper, multiple interpretation and aspects associated
with a query are called subtopics. Inspired by the essence of concept expansion[8], we propose a novel approach of QENEW that
is Query Expansion based on New-Word Extraction Algorithm to
extract new words and the proposed approach explores a first step
toward generating subtopics from new words extraction algorithm.
The QENEW algorithm could be briefly interpreted as considering these generated new words as the query expansion terms, and
then taking the linear concatenation to turn the original query and
these expansion terms into phrases. In the end, there is no doubt
that the phrases are the actual desired subtopics. We summarize
the process of our work as follows. Firstly, we preprocess the
datasets and Chinese queries, which is the basis of QENEW algorithm producing candidate new words. Secondly, through applying statistical language knowledge and information entropy theory
to measure the new words inner features and taking a ranking
algorithm, a list of effective new words or query expansion terms
could be obtained. What’s more, with the desire of subtopic diversity clustering, we design additional tests to study the performance
by means of K-means algorithm. For subtopic generation, topic
model is applied to the new words extraction algorithm. Furthermore, according to learning the papers relevant to intent mining,
we could conclude that combining multiple resources is usually
more effective than considering any resource in isolation. So we
collect external resources from the representative search engines
attempting to diversify the query expansion terms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Web search engine provides an important mechanism for users
to meet their information needs, which are usually formulated by
queries[1]. Users’ queries to Web tend to have more than one
interpretation or refer to multiple aspects due to their ambiguity
and other characteristics[2].
Different representing ways of identifying the search intends of
a query have been proposed which are based on subtopics, query
dimensions and query aspects. For example, Clarke et al.[4] represented query intents by subtopics which denote different senses or
multiple facets of queries. Dou Z et al.[6] referred to query dimensions as addressing the problem of finding multiple groups of
words or phrases that explain the underlying query facets. Wang
et al.[7] studied how to extract broad aspects from query
reformulations, each broad aspect is represented by a set of keywords.

2. OUR SYSTEM
In this section, we will introduce our system in figure 1
comprising of Query Expansion based on New-Word Extraction
Algorithm (QENEW), topic model and K-means algorithm.
Firstly describe our QENEW algorithm to generate new words
and then obtain the query subtopics. Afterwards, based on the
result of new words extracted, we utilize K-means algorithm 1 and
topic model 2 to make further experiments expecting to get better
result.

Many methods on intent mining task are used such as graph
model, clustering algorithm and latent concept expansion. Zhang
Z et al.[3] converted query subtopic mining into measure the
similarity among subtopics and denoted the dependencies of
subtopics as two kinds of graph that is all-connection structure

2.1 Query Expansion based on New-Word
Extraction Algorithm (QENEW)
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1

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.K
Means.html#sklearn.cluster.KMeans

2

http://radimrehurek.com/gensim/index.html
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String Cohesion(SC). String cohesion indicates the internal
feature of new words which corresponds to the correlation of
different components. In order to calculate the degree of
condensation of a ܲ_ܹܰ, we need to enumerate its cohesive
methods, that is, which two parts the ܲ_ܹܰ is composed of. For
new word ܲ_ܹܰ = ܿଵ ܿଶ ܿ ڮ (݊ > 1), the string cohesion
value ܵ ܥis defined as:
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where ܹܰ_ܲ(ܨ ) and  )ܿ(ܨrespectively denote the possible new
word and character frequency of ܲ_ܹܰ and c.

The conceptual scheme of the proposed system

Take “⭥ᖡ䲒 (movie theatre)” for example,
⭥(ܨᖡ䲒)
⭥(ܨᖡ䲒)
,
ቋ
ܵ⭥(ܥᖡ䲒) = ݉݅݊ ቊ
(ܨ כ )⭥(ܨᖡ䲒) ⭥(ܨᖡ) (ܨ כ䲒)

Figure 1: The flowchart of our system
Inspired by the method of latent concept extension which attends to get the extension words of a query, we apply the theory of
new words extraction to obtain our query expansion words. The
main procedure of QENEW algorithm is briefly introduced below.

String Liberalization(SL). String liberalization indicates the
string’s diversity of neighborhood features and measures the
uncertainty of a ܲ_ܹܰ Ԣ ݏleft and right character by using the
information entropy. It’s no doubt that a string can be counted as
an efficient word if it can flexibly appear in different environments and have abundant left and right character sets. For new
word S, define its left character set as ܥ = {ܿଵ , ܿଶ ܿ ڮ } and right
character set as ܥ = {ܿଵ , ܿଶ ܿ ڮ }.We compute ܵܮ and ܵܮ ,
the left and right information entropy with respect to string S, as:

2.1.1 Preprocessing and new words generation
As for preprocessing, firstly tokenize the Chinese Queries and
corpus. Then separately for each query, we filter the same words
appeared both in corpus and Chinese Queries, afterwards, take the
rest part of the corpus as input of our QENEW algorithm.
Take query “䗩⭼ (boundary)” for example, the final preprocessed input of the model turns into “ѝ䎺䰞仈 (the problem of
China and Vietnam )” corresponding to the original phrase “ѝ䎺
䗩⭼䰞仈 (the boundary problem between China and Vietnam )”.

ܵܮ = െ [ܿ(ܨ ) × ݈ܿ(ܨ ݃ )]

(2 െ 3)

א

ܵܮ = െ  ൣܨ൫ܿ ൯ × ݈ܨ ݃൫ܿ ൯൧

For new words generation, we take the whole corpus as a long
string and compute the whole length of the corpus’s characters.
Next specify the maximal length of a new word and generate the
possible new words by the following method.

(2 െ 4)

אೝ

ܵܮܵ{݊݅݉ = )ܵ(ܮ , ܵܮ }

(2 െ 5)

where ܵ )ܵ(ܮdenotes the information entropy of string S. The
larger the ܵ ܮvalue is, the greater degree of liberalization is and
the more possible the string S will be a potential new word.

For string ܵ = ܿଵ ܿଶ ܿ ڮ , define ݈௧௫௧ as the corpus’s characters length and ݈௦ as the maximal length of a new word. The
possible new words (ܲ_ܹܰ ) set are generated by:

2.1.3 Filtering and ranking
Based on assumption that a new word represents an aspect of
a query, it should be human readable and express a specific meaning. Considering the aforementioned three features, we further
filter and rank the ܲ_ܹܰ set to get a ranked list of the candidate
new words set (CNW).

ܲ_ܹܰ = ܿ ܿାଵ ܿ ڮା
Where ݊ [ א1, ݈௧௫௧ ], ݅ [ א0,݈௧௫௧ ), ݆ [ א1, ݈௦ ൯, ݅ + ݆ < ݈௧௫௧ +
݈௦ െ 2.

2.1.2 Measuring features

Filtering. After finding ܲ_ܹܰ and computing the features
values, there are many words such as “Ṽ䶒 ”, “㓯㿲ⴻ ”
which respectively corresponding to “ Ṽ 䶒  㓨 (desktop
wallpaper)”and “൘㓯㿲ⴻ (online watching)”. So it’s necessary
to remove these garbage words. Then we set some standard values
for occurrence times T, SL, ݈௦ and SC, those satisfying the
criteria could be taken as an efficient new word.

After obtaining the new words set ܲ_ܹܰ, we measure words’
internal features by means of a series of measurement based on
statistical language knowledge and information entropy like frequency, string cohesion and string liberalization, which is necessary for conforming whether it’s an efficient word. The measurements are described as follows:

Frequency(F). It is intuitive that a string can be potential word
if it occurs repeatedly and has high frequency. To measure the
reliability of new words, it’s necessary to compute the frequency
of every possible new word in ܲ_ܹܰ. In our experiments, the
occurrence frequency of new word ܲ_ܹܰ was calculated by the
formula below:
ܶ൫ܲ_ܹܰ ൯
ܨ൫ܲ_ܹܰ ൯ =
݈௧௫௧

ܹܰ_ܲ(ܨ )
ܹܰ_ܲ(ܨ )
,
ൠ (2 െ 2)
ܿ(ܨଵ ) ܿ(ܨ כଶܿ ڮ ) ܿ(ܨ ) ܹܰ_ܲ(ܨ כିଵ )

Ranking. Considering the measuring features in section 2.1.2,
we linearly combine string frequency, string cohesion and string
liberalization together for new words ranking. Thus, the
possibility of a new word w can be formulated as follows:
 ( )ݓ+ ߙଷ ܵܮ
 ()ݓ
ߙ = )ݓ(ଵ  )ݓ(ܨ+ ߙଶ ܵܥ

(2 െ 1)
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 ( )ݓand
where  ܹܰܥ߳ݓ, σଷୀଵ ߙ = 1, ߙ are coefficients ܵܮ
 ( )ݓare the standardization of string cohesion and string
ܵܥ
liberalization respectively.

In all, our corpus(C) is composed of three parts, which are
 ,  and  , using an alternative simple equation is expressed
as:  =  +  +  . The specific meaning of the three signs is
introduced below:

In addition, to meet the quantity demands of query intents, we
only select the top K new words as the final expansion terms,
which choose the top K new words from the ranked CNW set as
the final query expansion terms.

C : The corpus provided by the official are marked as  .
 : The data coming from these documents in HTML pages is
flagged as  .

2.1.4 Subtopic generation

 : As for the label of “ޣᩌ㍒ (related searches)” in the
bottom of HTML pages, it’s usually viewed as a specific
interpretation of query’s aspect. Use symbol  to represent the
data of related searches denoting the second part of the external
corpus collections.

Generate subtopics by independently combining the query Q
and the query expansions terms together. In this way, we can
generate a readable subtopic that describes an aspect of the query.

2.2 K-means Algorithm
In this section, we will show the employ of K-means algorithm
for diversity clustering of query subtopics. In order to make use of
the specificity feature of the “ޣᩌ㍒ (related searches)” at
bottom part of HTML pages, and avoid similar to QENEW’s
output, we combine the QENEW algorithm and K-means algorithm together to make diversity clustering of query subtopics.
During making experiments, we take the default values of
parameters in K-means algorithm and set the cluster number is
between 5 and 10. As for the ranking score, the normalized document numbers of every cluster are the final score and the term
from the shortest document in per cluster is the subtopic.

3.2 Experimental parameters setting
In the proposed QENEW algorithm, it has a series of parameters, which is the maximal length of a new word, the standard
conditions of filtering algorithm, the three coefficients in our
ranking function and the number of top K new words. Finally, the
optimal parameters used in our experiments are ݈௦ =10, K=10,
T=10, SC=50, SL=0.4, ߙଵ =0.45, ߙଶ =0.2 and ߙଷ =0.35.

3.3 Submitted runs
During the participation, our team submitted 5 runs for the
query understanding subtask and each detailed description of the
runs are listed as follows:

2.3 Topic Model

(1) 1st run:: IMC-Q-C-1S: Datasets used in this run are
 ,  and  , and the input of QENEW algorithm is  and  .
The QENEW’s output together with dataset  uses K-means
algorithm to generate the final run mentioned in section 2.2.

On the basis of the query expansion based on new-word extraction algorithm, we utilize topic model to make further experiments
of subtopic terms generation, which is combining the output of
QENEW and external crawled data resource as the input of topic
model to generate another result. The Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) and Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) are the models
mentioned in our experiment. In topic model, we respectively set
the topic number of LDA and HDP is respectively 8 and use one
topic words to describe the corresponding topic. And also, the top
10 topic words with the highest occurrence probabilities from the
16 topics are the subtopics of the query, whose score is the
ranking order. It is worth noting that the 5th submitted run is in
relation to the topic model while the four remaining (i.e.,
IMC-Q-C-1S, in section 3.3) are not.

(2) 2nd run:: IMC-Q-C-2S: Datasets used in this run are  ,
 ,  and the input of QENEW algorithm is   , and . The
algorithm’s output is the final run.
(3) 3rd run:: IMC-Q-C-3S: This run is similar to IMC-Q-C-2S,
except that the datasets are  and  .
(4) 4th run:: IMC-Q-C-4S: This run is the same as IMC-Q-C-2S,
except that the measuring features in QENEW ranking method is
different from the other four runs. The fourth run’s ranking
method is based on the sole frequency feature without the use of
string cohesion and string liberalization, that is ߙଵ = 1, ߙଶ =
0, ߙଷ = 0.

3. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe the datasets that used in our experiment, then after introducing the experimental parameters we make
a detailed comparison for the use of datasets and technologies
among the submitted runs.

(5) 5th run:: IMC-Q-C-5S: This run is similar to IMC-Q-C-1S,
except that the further process is built on the topic model in section 2.3.

3.1 Datasets

4. CONCLUSIONS

Commercial search engines with diversified search results have
been applying to the study of information retrieval. Apart from the
official corpus, using data from the commercial search engines
usually contributes to select intent terms with better coverage of
the query aspects and improve the diversity of search results.

In this paper, we present our system on NTCIR-12 IMine-2 task,
for Chinese query understanding subtask. We experiment with a
novel strategy for generating query expansion based on new
words extraction theory, which purely consider the data’s inner
features and employ the information entropy theory and statistical
language knowledge to make experiments. However, our
QENEW algorithm still needs further investigation. For example,
improve ranking method and excavate more useful features to
generate more efficient query expansion terms.

Considering the top retrieved HTML documents contain the
contents that could satisfy users’ diversified search needs of a
query, we collect top 5 HTML documents for each query in one of
the three search engines such as Baidu 3, Google 4, Bing 5.
3

https://www.baidu.com/

4

https://www.google.com.hk/

5
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http://cn.bing.com/
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